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galaxy like our own



is surrounded by 
a tangled mess



made of shreds 
of smaller objects









Making the mess. On galaxy scales.
Milky Way size Dark Matter halo

computer simulation by Bullock & Johnston 2005



How to unravel a ball of stars
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orbit equation for a test particle in the rotating 2 body system (circular orbit only)

effective potential = gravitational attraction + centrifugal repulsion

Coriolis force
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How to unravel a ball of stars

L1 L2L3
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L5

orbit equation for a test particle in the rotating 2 body system (circular orbit only)

effective potential = gravitational attraction + centrifugal repulsion

Coriolis force

contours of equal effective potential stars can climb out through L1 and L2



But why would they?



But why would they?

• Two- and three-body interactions

• Time varying potential

• Disk/bulge shocks



Stream formation during 
tidal stripping
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Stream formation during 
tidal stripping
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higher energy orbits

lower energy orbits

+ higher angular momentum

+ lower angular momentum

Trailing tail formation through Lagrange 2



Tidal debris in E,L space



A simulation of tidal disruption

A globular cluster on a mildly eccentric orbit



Disruption from the cluster’s 
point of view

Movie



Why are the tidal tails 
so wrinkled?

Orbits of stars released from Lagrange points relative to progenitor

Epicycles!



Conclusions

1. Stellar streams look like bent, wrinkled versions of orbits!

2. Around the disk of our galaxy, there should be a halo built from the 
debris of destroyed satellites



Do we see anything 
of this sort

in the Galaxy?



2.5m telescope
Apache Point Observatory

New Mexico, USA

Sloan Digital Sky Survey



Measuring the sky the SDSS way



Measuring the sky the SDSS way

Drift scanning. Let 
the image slide through 
the focal plane as the 
Earth rotates. Read out 
the CCD in sync with 
the rate of rotation.



Doing science the SDSS way 

• All images are reduced automatically

• All data is released to everyone who wants to use it

• Hundreds of millions of objects are measured on 1/4 of the sky



Data mining



Do we see these in the Galaxy?

Milky Way stellar halo in the SDSS DR9 “Field of Streams”



Examples of globular cluster tails
Palomar 5 globular cluster tails by Odenkirchen et al 2003

GD1 stream, no known progenitor

Grillmair & Dionatos, 2006



In other galaxies?

M31



Other other galaxies?



Why care about stellar streams?

• Confirmation of the hierarchical nature of structure formation

• Study of long gone satellites

• Gauge the mass distribution in the Galaxy

• Measure the lumpiness of the dark matter distribution



Cosmological zoom-in simulation

Movie



Perished satellites did not exactly 
look like those that survived

Tolstoy et al 2010
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Perished satellites did not exactly 
look like those that survived

Tolstoy et al 2010



Do we know the mass 
of the Galaxy?

NO! It carries an uncertainty of 200%



Best measured mass in the Galaxy

S02 star, 0.0005 pc 
away from the Galactic BH

Ghez et al 2008

Point mass
4.1± 0.6 106 M⊙ 



Best measured mass in the Galaxy

S02 star, 0.0005 pc 
away from the Galactic BH

Ghez et al 2008

Point mass Any spherically
 symmetric density

Binney & Tremaine

Orbit can be described as a 
precessing ellipse

E, L, Φ

4.1± 0.6 106 M⊙ 





Komatsu et al, 2011



Galaxy Cluster
Spiral Galaxy

Dwarf Galaxy
Empty

Empty Empty
Empty

Not shown to scale!

you may want to cut here ✂

Lumps of Cold Dark Matter 



DM sub-halos create gaps in streams
Data

Simulations



DM sub-halos create gaps in streams

Stream’s direction of motion

DM sub-halo’s direction of motion



The End


